
 

 

You all know that my existence has no significance of yours, I was born away from here, but that does 

not mean I must also die elsewhere. 

 

 

 

 

A Velociraptor's tale 

 

Here lies a city, which is one of the largest, people are no longer walking the streets. 

There are buildings, great buildings with rails. 

The rails are bridges connecting them 

From where I stand I can't see nor the land neither the sky. 

It is astonishing, but not for all else. 

 

I searched for a bookshop; I never found one! I looked for newspapers which I also never seen! 

 

I asked for the date, they said we don't remember! 

 

I got hungry and wanted to stay somewhere. 

 

Time Paradox 

 

I was sure I used the Spheratomensioner to reach Earth; as far as my eyes can see my mind cannot 

judge what has happened being right or wrong. 

 

I had a heritage from a business I conducted with humans long ago; in return, I got 250 Million 

Dollars, (Don‟t ask what was that business). 

 

I went to the bank and they asked me to transfer them into their current currency (Buck); I agreed for 

I need to feed myself as long I plan to stay here. 

 

The Bucks turned to 15 Million! That was unexpected, but there are always consequences in 

Dimension traveling. 

 

I went to an electronic shop to ask for a mobile, the man told me to search in antique shops. He 

claimed that they use advanced microchips they equip there [mates] with 

 

I agreed to get a (Mate); it is a computerized companion tool, works as a small PC reads CD's, cards, 

and can be equipped with eight different Macro-chips™. 

 

I bought one connecting chip for phone transmitting. 

 

I went to a local (Inn) [A hotel]; I decided to stay at one, while I'm here. 

 

There was one Inn, which looked attractive in someway 

That was probably the only one, which I liked to stay in… 

 

I had the money; however, I didn't have the one to trust. 

 

I went up to my room; and there I lied on the bed, the skies were empty, there were no stars. 

 

I was bored, and I fell asleep… 



 

The next day at the morning, I could hardly open my eyes, the sunlight sparked from the window 

directly on me 

 

Suddenly the light went off, there was no window; it was an artificial light, probably some new way of 

alarming (waking). 

 

I went down to find some food, there were no personnel, so I reserved a table for dinner and went out. 

 

“There was light, however there was not a sun, there were a few people running the floating streets, 

no one thou feared me or thought of any strange things like before” 

 

Have they ever seen my kind here before? I thought my existence was classified and hidden by the 

high-class government officials. 

 

I took a sprint… 

 

The city was so large and the streets were so wide, in about an hour all went away, and I found my self 

running alone; And suddenly vehicles appeared surprisingly attacking me from every side, I went off 

read to save myself, and I realized that everything here works accurately, measured by seconds. 

 

I went back to the Inn and there I was full supported, covering the Internet, counting, food, gifts, and 

even clothes! 

 

I asked to use the internet, however it required some VR equipment, gloves glasses and other usual 

stuff; the point is none of them fitted me! I can't wear human designed equipment; they especially 

brought some that can fit! Is there a Velociraptor beside me? I asked… 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Everyone stared at me most surprisingly; I was affected by there looks. 

They were surprised, no, they were madly angry! 

Not long after that, I was arrested for none-legal presence. 

 

I had no Dino passport, no ID number, and no owner! 

What kinds of questions are those, which they ask? 

 

A few days past and the only sight I've seen is the picture of nature on the wall, thank god there was a 

bath room and a delicious food, however, I was completely alone no one to talk to… 

 

Later a man came and said that there is a lawyer came for me, my lawyer 

Do I have a lawyer? I said to myself. 

 

I went to wherever the man guided me, for a purpose of curiosity; Thou I knew I will meet someone, I 

did not knew if it is a human. 

 

After all, it turned to be human as I most expected. 

 

Lawyer: My name is Maximus, Alex Maximus. 

 

V-raptor: mine is V-raptor referred to Velociraptor 

 

Alex: So how did you come here? 

 

V-raptor: You won't believe if I tell you. 

 

Alex: C‟mon, stop that old talk and speak! 

 

V-raptor: I came using a dimensional generator, called the Spheratomensioner. 



 

 

Alex: Spheratomensioner, that machine blew our mother world 3.500 years ago! What are you talking 

about? 

 

V-raptor: I told you would not… 

 

Alex: You are from the past aren‟t you? 

 

V-raptor: no! 

 

Alex to day is…: 56-8-684, which in birth is year 5874 A.C 

 

V-raptor: what is A.C. stand for? 

 

Alex: After Christ 

 

V-raptor: After Christ, wasn‟t that the only calendar? 

 

Alex: Well after his re-appearance he announced that time must be counted in space instead of  his 

birth, so we date 56-8-684, as codes of stars ,I don‟t even know what stars, but we just count on and 

on to proceed our daily work. 

 

V-raptor: are there really Velociraptors besides me? 

 

Alex: you are really from another time! Aren‟t you? 

 

V-raptor: I told you wouldn‟t believe me from the start. 

 

Alex: let me call someone please hold… 

 

Alex took out his mate and called… 

The phone rung and someone answered 

Alex placed the mate on speaker mode. 

 

AlexPhone: Hey, give me the chief scientist on dimensional research, pronto! 

 

V-raptor: What is this all about? 

 

Alex: I‟m not your lawyer, I‟m an undercover agent working for a privet organization I came here to 

confirm that you are “the one from another time” 

 

V-raptor: What do you mean? 

 

Alex: 

The ancients said that there would come a “one from another time” 

For long we couldn‟t understand what does that mean “one” means no person but a special individual 

called by that “from another time” means you are the alien who was waited for, yet time cross is 

impossible, but I see something else than that. 

 

The phone answered and the chief scientist was on. 

 

Alex: I have confirmed that the “One from another time” is sitting affront. 

 

Peter: That‟s impossible the odds of his appearance are none! 

 

Alex: Can anything pass time? 

 

Peter: From past to future? Of-course! It‟s called “Cryogenic Suspension™” 



 

 

Alex: TM? It‟s Trademark! 

 

Peter: Yes, the Syncrotech Corporation has developed such technology as a speed and long life 

method, not to waste time. 

 

Alex: talk to him, will you? 

 

Peter: whom should I talk? 

 

Alex: the “One from another time”! 

 

V-raptor: Hi, My name is V-raptor: I came from the year 2003 A.C Planet of Power. 

 

Peter: Is this some kind of a joke? 

 

"Peter did not believe that I passed and came through time; neither did I. 

 

I believed that the Spheratomensioner is a devise, which is built to travel through universal 

dimensions, to other worlds in the one time I live in. 

 

How can time be cracked when traveling through dimensions?" 

 

Peter says, "There was once a similar incident caused the explosion of an advanced device used to 

travel between dimensions it was called the Spheratomensioner. 

 

Later that device was never built, it was prohibited for not to repeat that catastrophic incident. 

 

Peter: I‟m a Dimension researcher who creates the same effect in a chamber where I learn the effects; 

however, we never actually succeeded in keeping the device to analyze it”. 

 

Alex: I'm bringing him in to the laboratory; we are going to have him 

 

 

The Velociraptor did not want to go; he was scared after all what he dealt with in this new world. 

 

Alex then had to kidnap him by sedating him and riding swiftly to the laboratory before anyone 

noticed the missing prisoner. 

 

The laboratory was a safe place, since it belonged to the country‟s government; the law prohibits from 

attacking government buildings unless permitted for certain reasons. 

 

V-raptor was waking up, and the first face he saw was so familiar! 

 

He yelled "Joe help me" 

 

Peter asked, "Who is Joe"? 



 

Laboratorial conclusions 

 

"I was tied up with metallic bonders 

Joe, I mean Peter; was looking at me from behind a transparent plasma monitor". 

 

"I never thought I would be tied down like a criminal or law breaker ever again"; "I hate that look that 

peter stares at me with, am I to stay a test subject forever?" 

 

{V-raptor's Story extends beyond this edition, there were about 50 other editions which were 

miswritten and some others where accidentally lost. 

 

Long before this time, V-raptor lived journeys becoming responsible for many actions, and many 

consequences; it is all up to him if what the world has become to nowadays}. 

 

Peter entered the room where V-raptor was held through a glass-like shutter. 

 

Peter: "Who are you, and where are you from?" 

 

V-raptor had nothing to say; he was having his own thoughts blinding him from the outside world of 

reality. 

 

Peter: "Who is Joe? Why did you just call me with that name?" 

 

V-raptor stared at Peter; it cannot be, No! 

 

Peter felt that stress in V-raptor and tried to calm him: “Take it easy” and untied V-raptor, took him 

to a living room and gave him some water. 

 

The room seemed like an office meeting room… except for that oversized furniture. 

 

Peter: If there is something wrong, you are the only one who can figure it out. 

 

V-raptor: Why do you say that? 

 

Peter: There is a legend that says about someone to come from another time, a one who was special, 

and a leader who has the sight beyond all's sights; were you ever able to control dimensions before, 

with your bare hands? 

 

V-raptor: yes, are you talking about the power of the chosen? 

 

Peter: Are you aware of whom the chosen is? 

 

V-raptor: I… was, but I no longer possess the promised power. 

 

Peter: Can you tell me more of this Joe? 

 

V-raptor: He's you; I mean he looks like you, talks like you, and even moves like you! 

 

"Only in another time, I can only tell you the in a different dimension you are a Special Force Soldier 

and here you are a researcher!" 

 

Peter: That what happens when you cross time, mean crossing dimensions in way of pointing forward 

through time line 

 

"I have a small image I'll show it to you in the laboratory, later." 

 



 

V-raptor: we were partners, and always spent the best times together, I could never disobey that 

person, he always knew what to do and when, and where is the best place for doing what he plans. 

"There is no one person who has both power and wisdom." 

 

Peter (whispering quietly): Was Joe named Joe Matt Smith. 

 

V-raptor: That's right! How did you know that? 

 

Peter, My father is Matt, I'm Peter John Joe Smith, so in the other life my grand father was Joe, who 

became a Special Force member. 

 

V-raptor: Correction Leader, or Commander. 

 

Peter: And now I'm his grandson, but my father told me the Joe was a great animal tamer, and he was 

also a secret time traveler in Year 2002 

 

V-raptor: how did you survived through thousands of years? 

 

Peter: We traveled through dimensions whenever our natural sources are depleted! We own two 

dimensions, Earth and Giga Artificial. 

 

V-raptor: Gi… No! That's impossible! 

 

Peter: every 1000 years the citizens of earth go the Giga-Artificial, You are now on Giga Artificial 

which also no call Earth, The Second Earth. 

 

"How can a Spheratomensioner confuse between two dimensions?" 

 

Peter: Simply, in order not to take every human in the world to pass the dimension gates, we exchange 

dimensions! 

 

V-raptor: You can EXCHANGE Dimensions. 

 

Peter: Yes, me and my brother where the geniuses inventing that. 

 

V-raptor: You idiot! You will result a time unbalancing that will eventually set the universal counter 

balance and clear both dimensions! 

Peter: I knew it you are the one to come through time; I was waiting my entire life for you to solve this 

problem and all other ones too! 

 

V-raptor: how did the world come to be this way? 

 

Peter: you already know the answer, right? 

 

V-raptor: Yes, human nature, that forces them to destroy and destroy, I feel sick because what ever I 

say you never and WILL never change. 

 

 

 

"That day was different from all other nights; I remembered how Peter admired me, for he thought I 

was someone special." 

 

 

Next Day… 

 

"I stayed the night in a room they've given me, and later I went to agencies to for legal papers for my 

identification; every where they required an owner name, thou I didn't see a single one of my kind, 

yet." 



 

 

I got used to get out every night to look at the stars and prey for a safe day, those moments when I was 

in battle kept coming back, and every time they were getting scarier. 

 

Some of dreams come to happen, and sometimes they happened before; I think dreaming is like 

looking at the events through time. 

 

 

I was raised not to look back and never miss those who I lost; I never actually could do it, I can't 

overcome my feelings towards those who sacrificed there lives; and the ones who went far looking for 

answers I didn't give. 

 

 

I was done thinking of myself, and set off my curiosity towards all that seemed new. 

 

 

Cloud Plains 

 

It was like autumn, only the flowers never existed! 

 

I went over my computer and the VR took me to location on Earth, the program is called "Google 

Earth™, VR Interactive" 

 

I found nothing interesting until I remembered about the human habits; they were familiar with me, 

with my type. 

 

I started to look for places Velociraptors like me would like to visit 

 

Unfortunately, the only place was out of the city, and it didn‟t seem that I would have a good chance 

there. 

 

C‟mon, remember those questions: Owner‟s Name 

 

We are enslaved! 

 

The word came out of me in sudden, as I ran back to peter. 

 

 

Peter was in his laboratory as expected. 

 

Hey, Joe, I mean Peter! 

 

Peter: What is it young Velociraptor? 

 

V-raptor: are all Velociraptors in this world enslaved? 

 

Peter: Don‟t be silly, you‟re not, and you have signed for the legislation papers with no owner name 

required, right? 

 

V-raptor: That VRS (Virtual Reality Supervisor) person asked my owner‟s name! 

 

Peter: Yes, some of the Velociraptors are working for others, like doing others‟ jobs for a certain 

amount of money, when you were accessing VR it‟s most likely you are to perform someone‟s job over 

the internet. 

 

V-raptor: So this is how Velociraptors make money here; but I didn‟t see any of them around here. 

 

Peter: Please, you see them all the time; mostly they are the drivers of these vehicles. 



 

 

V-raptor: Do Velociraptors Drive? 

 

Peter: Yes! You should try it too! 

 

 

That time I realized, that Velociraptors are about to become like humans, lazy. 

 

I rushed Outside and stopped in the middle of the road; the vehicle kept closing and closing I realized 

it was going to run me over, so I jumped out of the way! 

 

Driver: Foolish raptor, thank goodness he has strong instincts. 

 

I called peter and asked if he has a personal driver, or a Velociraptor maid. 

Peter: of-course I do, how do you thing I can have all this time to work at the laboratory? 

 

V-raptor‟s instincts preferred to meet Peter‟s Velociraptor, but V-raptor‟s Curiosity forced him to 

jump on a moving vehicle! 

The car stopped, but no one came out 

V-raptor was disappointed, in few minutes people were surrounding the area looking on him and 

laughing. 

 

Human1: A naked Velociraptor! 

Human2: this one must be new here 

Human3: Put some cloths you idiot! 

 

V-raptor was humiliated and his anger drove him to attack one of the humans; at that time he jumped 

on a human, the Velociraptor in the car jumped out, and attacked 

V-raptor, officials came and placed a metallic object around his neck, and dragged him out of the 

street. 

 

He ended up back at that prison, and the same lawyer came again. 

 

Alex: What have you done this time? 

 

V-raptor: I want out of here; I‟m riding the Spheratomensioner back to my old time. 

 

Alex: Ride to where, To Giga-Artificial? 

 

V-raptor: yes, I don‟t want to stay here no more! 

 

Alex: The Spheratomensioner was build to travel through dimensions not exchanging choices. 

 

V-raptor: Traveling Dimensions is changing the facts that accrued in a certain time in the past giving 

a different result, which is of course, possible. 

 

Alex: Spheratomensioner will not take you back where you want, it can‟t travel through time, V-

raptor. 

 

 

V-raptor: THEN WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO? 

 

Alex: Ease yourself, friend; I know it‟s hard for you. 

 

V-raptor: Whatever you know, keep it for yourself. 

 

Let‟s go, have a drink or something. 



 

While Alex and V-raptor were walking the rail crossing two buildings, a man came asking mocking 

question. 

 

Man (speaking to Alex): huh, is this your Velociraptor, just saw him jumping affront the cars, you 

have to lecture him before you run out of raptor service, ha ha! 

 

V-raptor wanted to assault the man, however, Alex halt him saying, "Stop it do you want to get in 

trouble?" 

 

“I hung my head down, and kept walking, as Alex kept talking; I ignored him and went to the nearest 

street. 

 

“I stopped a CAB, Alex started running and hurried towards me, he got on following me with another 

cab; I told the driver to go to a the nearest Velociraptor gathering place.” 

 

-------------------------- 

 

Later, 

 

I arrived at building written on it “The raging eye”, paid the taxi and went inside the building. 

 

As I walked the hallways, people stared at me laughing and talking mockingly. 

I ignored them until a big man stopped in front of me and asked a question I couldn‟t understand. 

 

What‟s your attending intention? 

 

I silenced… 

 

The man repeated the question: What‟s your attending intention? 

 

“I responded doubtingly” Getting a job? 

 

He responded, welcome to the “Raging eye” 

 

 

Raging Eye 

 

I went inside observing the seen, I never seen that many of Raptors! They were celebrating something, 

I thought. 

 

Arriving to a balcony, I could see the events in the central hall bellow 

 

I couldn‟t believe it! Humans were actually battling against raptors. I realized that this place was some 

kind of coliseum.  

 

At that, "a raptor came beside me; he was twice my size, a carnivore too." 

“You must be looking for job,” the big raptor questioned. 

 

“My soul went into fear of the sudden voice behind; I jumped turning behind me, and almost fell, 

except that the raptor held me at haste grabbing my snout.” 

 

The raptor “Come, follow me” took V-raptor to an exit on a high floor. 

 

“I didn‟t resist or anything else, I was curious for what kind of job I may find; we went on another rail 

connecting a floor outside the Raging eye skyscraper, the floor seemed to be attached by the rail to the 

Raging eye, it seemed more like a commander room on the sky 



 

 
 

Walking on the high bridge of the Raging-eye. 

 

“That was exciting; it felt like I could stay here forever” 

Arriving to the separated room, the raptor said: Once your inside, they ask and you answer, no lying 

no hiding, Understand 

 

V-raptor stood staring at the big raptor, and soon answered with acceptance. 

 

Getting inside the room was like entering a huge spherical simulator. 

There; a man stood, in the dark middle stage, as he started singing some words, Stars appeared on the 

walls with his finish, a nuclear Explosion covered the whole room with bright light; everything was 

white that V-rap held his eyes barely open. 

 

The big raptor left the room, as the man started questioning V-raptor. 

 

? Who is your current owner? 

V-raptor: I was never employed. 

 

The man was surprised. “Where are you from?” 

 

V-raptor hesitated much, and stayed silent for a while; the man repeated, “Where are you from?” 

 

V-raptor backed of and the bright room became dark, the only lightened place was where the 

Unknown man stood. 

 

“Do you ignore my questioning? Come closer” 

“Would you hurt me if I do?” V-raptor asked with a scared voice. 

 

“I will do you no harm; I take it that you are new in this town, right?” 

The man was trying to drive him to answer, although it was known that there are no towns and cities 

on the Modern Earth. 

 

“Well, yes I arrived a few days ago” 



 

 

“I see you‟ve met many who took advantage of you, almighty.” The man said smiling. 

 

V-raptor shook his head saying, “Do you know me?” 

“Only if you remember me as your best Aiter**”* 

“What is Aiter” V-raptor wisely responded” 

 

The man got irritated saying, “Here I ask questions and you answer, what is your name?” 

 

V-raptor: “The Names V-raptor, like the famous hero raptor” 

V-raptor suddenly caught the plan and walked in the safe path 

 

 

 

Bold hypocrisy 

 

V-raptor gazed at the unknown man as he approached. 

Suddenly, V-raptor was caged; the cage just came out from bellow where V-raptor was standing 

 

The room was lightened, everything was seen, there were projectors and Image stabilizers, and some 

engines bellow the bridge where they stood. 

 

It was the command center and the unknown man‟s name was written on his sleeve as: 

(RagingEYE) 

 

V-raptor telling “It pushed me to think that I fell in some kind of a trap” 

 

The man said as he was closing in: “I take it that you are a non-employed, looking for job 

Velociraptor, right?” 

 

V-raptor “Set me loose, what are you doing?” 

 

The man responded with a big smile “My name‟s … not important I‟m known as the Raging Eye; you 

must be the one from another time, are you?” 

 

V-raptor: “What? I don‟t know what are you talking about?” 

 

(On the Modern Earth, there was a sacred law where all are aware of the coming; “there shall come a 

one from another time, to welcome and be welcomed, to help and be helped. To end and start all paths 

at last” there couldn‟t be a one not knowing that script) 

 

RagingEye “humph” turning back as the light faded away, keeping V-raptor in the dark 

 

V-raptor: “Don‟t leave me here” 

 

2 Days have passed and the Velociraptor did neither see the light nor the food 

 

V-raptor was hibernating to save his strength, as a group of men came; loading his cage with him to a 

vehicle he awakes. 

 

“Whoa… where am I?” 

The man responded: "the RagingEYE has sentenced you to death by burying alive". 

 

V-raptor Jumped inside the huge sized cell saying, “You‟re kidding right, I didn‟t do anything at all!” 

 

“You did one thing” the man responded “Not answering the Raging eye” 

V-raptor: “I‟ll tell him whatever he asks please don‟t do this” 

 



 

The Raging eye appeared from behind the men looking at V-raptor‟s panicked eyes. 

Coldly responding, “I‟m done questioning you”… 

Live in shame, better than die proud 

 

The Doors of the armored truck were closed as the Raging eye went back to his quarters. 

 

V-raptor never felt that panicked before; and he felt terrible knowing that his end is counted in 

minutes. 

 

“Let me out” V-raptor was crying out; thou he was not heard by anyone… 

Fearing his end, he lay down and starts talking. 

 

“How did things came to be this way?” He sensed a trick… 

“Humans and there evilness can‟t end me, their foolishness can‟t continue” as his past moments went 

through his sight; when he fought aside of humans protecting from evil; and against humans when 

they did the wrongs. 

 

Feeling sorry deep inside was enough to make him regret the path he chose. 

“Did I stand for nothing? Was my teachings and vision one of my wrongs?” 

Repeating the question in his mind, he came to a decision to stop this mess; 

As his anger rose, eyes glowed with explosive lava of madness. 

With a growl overcoming the anger of gods, with a noise louder than the lightning‟s strike.  The 

armored vehicle exploded to be ripped in peaces. 

 

The explosion radical wave caused the traffic to stop; there were casualties of both raptor‟s and 

mammals. 

 

As the dust faded, V-rap was laying on the street with a glowing aura around him; No one dared to 

get close. 

 

Agent Alex (From the Science Department) saw the event on the television network 

“Fool” He said smashing the coffee cup on the table; he quickly wore his caught on and went out in a 

rush slamming shut the door behind.  

Reaching the scene allowed him to get some information. 

 

Seeing the laying Velociraptor frightened him; as V-raptor opened his teary eyes saying, “What has 

the world became into?” 

Agent Alex hurried to the Velociraptor and was repelled roughly away by the Energetic aura. 

 

Alex didn‟t stop, he pointed a weapon in V-raptor and told him to stop the aura or he‟ll shoot 

 

V-raptor slowly stood on both of his feet barely holding balance saying: “Alex… (Raising his hand 

towards him), take my hand, which the world have left last to value. 

 

Touching his hand, the aura disappears, Alex holds the Velociraptor looking at the other people who 

are armed, and even raptors were at standby. 

 

Alex thought “I‟m not gonna make it through this” 

As Alex was thinking, he felt the heartbeat of V-raptor. Causing him to place his ears on it and ask 

with the purest intensions… 

“God bring me power to over come life” 

 

The Army demanded an explanation, as most of them already heard of the phenomenal re-appearance 

of the “One of another time” 

 

Alex had no choice but expose the truth for exchange of taking him back to the laboratory. 

 

“Some body get a blanket”, Alex shouted barely holding the Velociraptor in his arms 



 

 

The Emergency vans arrived in haste and they were all busy carrying the injured. 

 

Soon Special Forces arrived pointing their weapons at Alex demanding the Velociraptor. 

Alex rejected saying: “The Velociraptor is not yours; he shall return with me to the laboratory… to his 

partner of the other time”. 

 

At that time, everyone realized that the Velociraptor is the all promised creature 

 

V-raptor became heavy for Alex to carry longer. 

Kneeling down but persisting not to drop the Velociraptor. The emergency team noticed him and 

brought in a flutter*** 

 

Because of V-raptor‟s faked history most people thought of him as an evil person; some others 

thought of him as a hero… 

 

The Special Forces were compelled to pass the floater to Alex… 

V-raptor was now resting on the floater, which Alex took with him 

 

The Special force commander came from behind; he was a huge man, short hair strong arms, and 

wore black goggles. 

 

The commander stood before Alex. 

 

“Who is the Velociraptors partner of the last dimension?” 

“Why do you want to claim the „One from another time‟?” Alex asked walking back. 

“The commander turned back… raising his arms, all reloaded their weapons aiming at Alex.” 

 

The commander replied, “Not answering my question… (Pointed that gun his head) Will cost you 

your life; in either ways I‟m taking V-raptor, with me. 

 

Silence filled the scene, and the commander started counting down from 10 

 

Alex looked at his eyes, and he knew that the commander wouldn‟t hesitate in shooting him. 

“..9...8...7...6...5…” Alex was getting worried and responded… 

If I answer your question you will spare my life and leave the Velociraptor in peace” 

 

“I‟m not a negotiator” the commander responded, adding: I came with an order to obtain the 

Velociraptor and find out what ever information related to him…4..3..2..1” 

 

As the commander prepared to fire, refitting his palm around the gun, Alex responded: “I‟m 

answering your question” Hanging his head down he told the Commander of everything about peter, 

the secret laboratory, and else.” 

 

Finding out about the hidden governmental laboratory, built only to research the 'one from another 

time‟, Alex told V-raptor: “Forgive me” Handing over the floater to the commander… 

“Live in shame, better than die proud” responded the commander going back to his vehicle… 



 

The One from another Time 

 

The Special Forces stood their grounds… soon the commander returned saying…  

“The laboratory you claim, it doesn‟t exist” winking “Place him under arrest”. 

The Special Forces arrested him, and left the scene at haste. 

Alex did not understand the winking of the commander, however he realized that the commander 

either really didn‟t believe the lab info of he wanted to keep its existence uncovered. 

 

Arriving at the forest a spacecraft parked their; on the way V-raptor awoke to find himself between all 

the men (Not tied and not caged). 

Questioning the men: “Who are you? Where am I?” The commander introduced himself; “It‟s an 

honor meeting you, how should I call you?” 

 

“V-raptor, as my first partner called me.”**** 

 

They have arrived; standing affront of a living art,   an ancient design of the best ever built craft. 

The Commander: “During our research we have found the schemes of this craft, built it with 

overwhelming budgets providing all the materials from different worlds. 

 

V-raptor stared at the craft with marveling in his eyes “this… the Aiter art of the Everest-Craft” 

Alex and the Commander asked in common “No… one ever piloted the craft; do you know how to fly 

it?” 

V-raptor responded, “This craft responds to AITER‟s telepathy I can only try…” 

The doors opened smoothly like a flower blooming in the morning. 

 

 
 



 

As they entered the craft, it was beautiful different bright colors glowed from each side, 

The ceiling was like a river of running colors. 

The floor however looked like a silver pool, is seemed like if the craft was filled with water of silver… 

 

V-raptor marveling responded, “How could you rebuild such technology?” 

 

The commander, the man you call Peter did all the work, he researched the AITER technology; at the 

time we thought of AITERs as enemies, we had to study their tactics. 

 

V-raptor: “Joe... did this?” 

 

Alex interrupted the conversation with an important question, “is this floor stable, or what?” 

 

Peter appeared from the far left corner, he came closer an gave The Commander a hug, then shake 

hands with Alex 

 

Alex had too many question to ask, thou V-raptor took his place at the pilot stand. 

 

The commander and his forces were standing in the bright room of light. 

 

V-raptor stared up and said, “accept me a new”. 

 

The words didn‟t make much sense to the others but the silver pool under him rose creating a peak 

will V-raptor was standing at saying again “Unite us”, and the silver pool swallowed him whole. 

Alex and the other aboard members panicked. 

 

But peter relieved them, “There‟s no need to worry, the silver pool is made from different metal 

structures, V-raptor will now be stored and only his mind will unite with the mind of 

„Neboravoie‟***** the Craft” 

Peter continued “ This craft will now store you all after deciding the direction V-raptor sets; by the 

way, it‟s the basic design of the famous Spheratomensioner; and since V-raptor was able to control the 

Spheratomensioner…” 

Alex Interrupted “Where is he taking us?” 

Peter responded smiling “us? It‟s only you… I will stay on the 2nd Earth, I‟m what you see me is a 3D 

Materialized Image; no longer holographic… this is the technology of the so-called Silverpool that 

you see bellow you. 

 

Peter melt like an oil painting being heated, and his colors returned to the ceiling while his silver body 

returned to the silver ground… 

 

Not long after that, V-raptor re-appeared saying: “Abandon Craft” 

 

The ream ignored the message they were busy talking about stuff. 

Until V-raptor shouted repeating, “Abandon the Neboravoie, Now!” 

 

Alex‟s face went pale as he turned running crazily to the exit, the crew members were astonished by 

such action; however, they followed all out. 

Everyone waited for V-raptor; since he was the last one aboard; as V-raptor was about to jump out of 

the craft. A Spherical Aura shield appeared, as The Neboravoie went bright disappearing with V-

raptor to another world. 

 

The Neboravoie appeared in another world this time… V-raptor was floating on air. 

Exiting the Everest-Craft Neboravoie, he seen things he never saw; he have war engulfed AITER‟s 

entire race against humans; V-raptor went closer, and observed as tears came out of his eyes; floating 

up the air his shiny tears spread the grounds with the winds of the high sky 

 

V-raptor Telling “There I was standing as I‟ve seen everyone and everything, while all that ignored 

me as I Screamed, „STOoooooP!‟ 



 

An Air craft coming up front firing missiles at me” 

Last thing V-raptor felt as if his body being ripped to pieces, with indescribable pain. 

 

The scene was filled with light… 

 

Then, all V-raptor‟s events and memories flashed in images. 

 

Barely opening his eyes again, he watched a figure of a man, standing affront; offering a hand. 

 

V-raptor was in a forest resting at the bottom of a tree. 

 

V-raptor took his hand and stood up; he quickly left the hand and jumped back; unbalancing himself, 

he fell as he saw the writing on the sleeve (RagingEYE). 

 

Looking back at RagingEYE, V-raptor‟s Eyes became entirely round, with sign of disbelieve.  

He Yelled “Joe!” hopping from the ground right on him hugging. Suddenly he popped back! 

 

Peter was puzzled and asked: “What‟s wrong?” 

V-raptor: “I just remembered how met first time, you stabbed me with a knife and almost had me 

killed, thinking that I was attacking a man; who „thanks to you‟ robbed my home” looking back at 

Peter. 

 

Peter sat as a couch appeared sliding from behind. 

 V-raptor asked breathing repeatedly “What happened, (breath) where am I” 

 

Peter responded, “can‟t you recognize this place?” 

 

Taking another look around him 

V-raptor “No, that can‟t be!” shutting his eyes turning back to Peter “This is impossible!” 

Peter responded smiling mockingly: “I thought you believed in impossibilities” 

 

V-raptor talked slowly stunned by the incident; “I can realize and do some things myself, but this is 

out of logical and rational explanations! 

 

He was standing right affront of his mansion that he built in a multidimensional space. ***-*** 

 

V-raptor telling: “I destroyed this dimension long ago; it was out of time and every kind of memory 

except… mine” 

 

V-raptor turned to peter: “Then you are really Joe!” 

 

YES, that wasn‟t peter like everyone thought, that was the real Joe from V-raptor‟s memory 

 

V-raptor inquired staring at Joe: “Am I living inside my memories? Then all this is just some kind of 

a dream, a Simulation!” Joe‟s eyes went in tears: “V-raptor, I had to tell you something at cost even 

after that you are gone” 

Joe “I knew I‟ll never meet you again, not in my lifetime are another…” 

V-raptor “What are you talking about” 

Joe: “V-raptor, when you went out of my life, I never could replace your space in my heart, and that 

loneliness went deeper and deeper; my wounds were never healed” 

V-raptor realized that the wounds Joe was talking about are in his soul not body 

 

Joe continues going back and forth: “with out you living was like hell, every morning I pretended that 

I met yesterday; but it never worked. It drove me mad” 

 

V-raptor looked suspiciously at Joe “What are you trying to say?” 

 

Joe responded with a crying tune: “V-raptor, my Velociraptor;  



 

I died; I was killed in action, because I couldn‟t clear my mind of you… I died slowly and kept 

thinking of you… my last thought was, hating you for... leaving me. 

So I wrote this message in my soul with all my heart wanting you to hear me, I screamed out loud 

letting everyone hearing me… and there was my end with an pain, anger, and scream. 

 

Everything went white bright and a computerized voice spoke “Simulation End” 

 

V-raptor re-appeared in the RagingEYE commander room, in the very same cell he was imprisoned 

in. 

 

Raging EYE approached saying, “Good morning sunshine” 

V-raptor: was surprised by such nice words after dreaming that this man wanted to kill him. 

 

Raging-EYE telling: “This is the latest version of the SilverPool, its equipped with a new system we 

call Dream-Sage™,  

 

I wanted to see your past, which you sow, were the decisions of your thoughts, I must say they were 

pretty realistic for a young raptor like you; I take it that you fear me, for my name and my way… 

 

V-raptor: “I got a feeling that I know you” 

RagingEYE: “singing...  raptor, raptor, small kind child; raptor, raptor take me in mind; raptor, 

raptor” “STOOP!” V-raptor screamed. 

The cage opened and V-raptor was released. 

 

Thou V-raptor didn‟t run, he knew that song “that was my lullaby” William used to sing it for me 

thou I knew him at that time as Solothread. 

I was raised by him, (Tears appeared in V-raptor) oh I miss him that much, that even thinking about 

him makes me sad” 

 

It was a real loneliness that V-raptor has dreamt about; it was V-raptor, who actually hated Solothread 

for leaving him, 

His kindness ended with Solothread leaving; which led him to the path of becoming mortal… [Mortal 

here stands for a person making mortal mistakes; when he could be a pure ruler of a world, his heart 

was corrupted by the same one he attended to rule and draw his spirit upon.] 

 

V-raptor opened his mouth but the words didn‟t speak… As RagingEYE responded “In this world 

maybe I‟m RagingEYE, but where you remember me KID I‟m Solothread… That was my calling for  I 

stood for myself none for else. 

 

(Those words were heard by V-raptor when he was a child with Solothread) 

 

V-raptor at that recognized Solothread, and jumped at him, not realizing that he became that heavy 

his weight caused Solo to fall, Solothread didn‟t mind and instead he said “So many times you wanted 

to cry, so many times you had pain you wished to share… from now on, I wont call you Child, kid or 

V-rap… I‟ll give you a name modern to lead you in this new time… Ractilous the rookie… (Smiling 

back at V-raptor) 

 

V-raptor was filled with tears saying: “I‟ll be always a V-rap for you; I still don‟t think changing a 

name would make the best of me…”  Solothread responded humphing: “Raptors and their wisdom”… 

 

 

 

-To Be Continued 



 

 

 

Information TAB 

* In Modern History Archive, it was known of V-rap that he had assistance of an evil Aiter Creature 

(Which was in fact not true) 

 

** “AITER” A hydrogen based creature, which radiated with einsteinium; artificially created to 

reconstruct upon traveling to different environments 

AITER is known as Artificial Intelligent Transformable Einsteinium Raptor / they could fly 

 

*** “Flutter” (Image Available) a floating panel generally used to carry food and tools,   here it‟s also 

used to carry patients when its equipped with bed accessories. 

 

**** First Partner: his name was William Berkin, an F.E.L. (Future Enemy‟s group Leader). 

Of the FEA (Future Enemy Army) An Army fought against dinosaurs in 2002, Dimension of Giga-

Artificial. (Not recorded in MHA „Modern History Archive‟) 

 

***** “Neboravoie” [In AITER language], stands for dedicated for humans, Peter named it that way 

believing that AITERs meant for humans to receive such technology. 

 

***-*** “V-raptor‟s Mansion” It was a mansion he created to spend the time alone with the nature of 

his god hood,  he was created to create and rule over others at that time he later lost powers when his 

heart lost the purity required. 

V-raptor‟s Mansion was discovered when two AITERs want there mating and later were trapped 

where a rescue operation was leaded by V-rap to let the out. 

 

 

 

By: Dinoraptor101 

Dinoraptor101@yahoo.co.uk 
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